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ABOUT NATIONAL GRID 
National Grid Plc is an international gas and electricity company, and, with a turnover 

in excess of £9.4billion, is one of the largest investor-owned energy companies in the 

world. National Grid is focused on delivering gas and electricity to many millions of 

people in an efficient, reliable and safe manner and employs some 27,500 people 

across all of their operations.   

National Grid owns and operates the high pressure gas transmission system in Britain. 

This comprises over 7,000km of high pressure gas pipeline linking 6 coastal 

importation terminals and 28 compressor stations which maintain and balance the 

pressure throughout the system. Its gas distribution business delivers gas to homes 

and businesses across 4 distribution zones and represents about half of the UK’s gas 

distribution network. National Grid Gas Distribution has 9.2 million cubic meters of 

Gas Storage, 133,000km pipelines and 14.3 million consumers. National Grid’s 

regulated Metering business provides metering services for approximately 18 million 

meters in the UK.   

National Grid’s Electricity Transmission business owns the high-voltage (275kV and 

400kV) transmission system in England and Wales. This consists of approximately: 

14,500 km of overhead line, 1,000km of underground cable and 341 substations at 

around 230 separate sites. 

In the US, National Grid distributes electricity to nearly five million customers in 

Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New York and Rhode Island. Owning 4,000 

megawatts of electricity generation, it is the largest power producer in New York State 

– carrying power to over one million customers on Long Island and supplying around a 

quarter of New York City’s electricity needs. It is also the largest distributor of natural 

gas in the north-eastern U.S., delivering gas to 3.4 million customers in New York, 

Massachusetts, New Hampshire, and Rhode Island.  
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National Grid also has a number of related businesses such as LNG importation and 

storage, land remediation and a non-regulated Metering business in the UK.  

AMT-SYBEX AND NATIONAL GRID 
AMT-SYBEX’s first implementation in National Grid was in 1996 when MIMS was first 

installed as National Grid Electricity’s Work and Asset Management System.  A 

significant upgrade was undertaken in 2000 to a version of MIMS that featured a new 

Graphical User Interface and Customer Work Management functionality. This new 

version of MIMS was further exploited to accommodate the business processes of 

ARQIVA (originally the Network Services Telecoms Group) in 2001 and WAYLEAVES in 

2003.  

A mobile solution (Office in the hand; OiTH) was implemented in 2003. An essential 

component of the solution is AMT-SYBEX’s Field Data Collection System (FDCS). In the 

same year National Grid Transmission undertook a strategic review of their operations 

resulting in a Feasibility and Analysis phase conducted by AMT-SYBEX in collaboration 

with Accenture. The WAM programme as it was called culminated in 2005 in the 

implementation of an updated and extended MIMS solution, an improved mobile 

solution (OiTH) and significant integration capabilities with the Company’s GIS, 

Finance, Document and Outage Management Systems.   

Briefly the WAM solution provided:  

 Investment planning with robust asset context backed by reliable condition, 

performance criticality and risk information  

 Coordination and alignment of Investment, Maintenance and Outage Plans  

 Short term Planning and Scheduling capability realised using integration with 

MSProject  

 Structured and validated field data capture with specific asset context realised 

using FDCS within the OiTH solution.  
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In 2007/8 the Gas Transmission Work and Asset Management system was merged 

with the National Grid Electricity Transmission system into a single MIMS.solution.  

With this, the number of registered users increased to circa 1000; on a typical working 

day around 250 individual users accessed MIMS in some capacity.   

Around the same time, National Grid began a SAP ‘Back Office’ implementation 

(Supply Chain, Finance and HR) . During 2008 the existing Oracle/MIMS integration 

was replaced with an equivalent capability with SAP. The project went live successfully 

on 6th June 2009 and has significantly impacted the Application Landscape in which 

the Work and Asset Management System operates. 

THE NEXT PHASE – ELLIPSE 
 

Work began in 2007 on shaping the next initiative to meet the following challenges:  

 To become more EFFECTIVE through the further adoption of modern Asset 

Management Strategies 

 To become more EFFICIENT through improved Supply Chain Management, 

Resource Management, Planning and Scheduling 

 To meet Technical imperatives to upgrade and adopt today’s technology.   

National Grid’s MIMS solution contained a significant portfolio of customisations 

implemented in previous initiatives to bridge gaps between core capability and 

business requirements. The latest version of the software, ELLIPSE 6, had the potential 

to fill many of these gaps and preclude the requirement for forward fitting the 

customisations. National Grid accordingly took the decision to upgrade the MIMS 

system to this latest version of Ellipse.   
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As a first step, AMT-SYBEX undertook an analysis of the current customisation 

portfolio and produced a design in which each customisation followed one of four 

paths:  

 Replacement by a new core capability (Mincom Work Planner for example).  

 Replaced by an extension / variation of a core capability.  

 Forwarded Fitted as a bespoke customisation.  

 Retired as no longer required. 

The majority fell into the first category.  AMT-SYBEX facilitated the negotiations with 

MINCOM (the ELLIPSE author) with respect to the second. Consequently National Grid  

had a significant and healthy influence on the product core functionality including 

features to:  

 automatically create outages in the context of  

 asset groups   

 resource groups   

 time constraints   

 include template assets in capital scheme work breakdown structures for 

future automatic creation.   

CHANGE MANAGEMENT 
Change Management was of course a vital part of the upgrade project. The user 

experience, even for those undertaking processes for which there was a direct 

equivalent in the previous MIMS solution, was subject to change.  

The arrival of SAP in the National Grid application landscape provided opportunities to  
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significantly improve the Supply Chain Process. SAP is now used to manage the 

inventory and procurement whilst ELLIPSE generates the material requirements within 

an asset context.  

Modern integration techniques were employed (using a J2EE integration broker and 

Web Services) to automatically create Material Reservations in SAP when a Work 

Order is assigned an imminent planned start date; the delivery location being derived 

from the asset.  Requisition and delivery to site is then taken care of by SAP.   

Supply Chain integration forms one part of the Job Costing Solution that underpins 

National Grid’s aspirations with respect to RCM and Investment decision support. 

Material requisitions (and returns) are all made in the context of an ELLIPSE Work 

Order and associated Asset as are direct labour costs. The design also demands that 

direct purchases have an ELLIPSE Work Order context with ‘real time’ integration 

flows that validate / create SAP Work Breakdown Structures during the Purchase 

Order creation.  

 ELLIPSE and SAP are closely coupled in this design and integrity must be maintained 

across several entities including the Chart of Accounts, Material Catalogue and 

Employees. The prize, however, is that virtually all costs can be related back to the 

asset and the activity (and the strategy that generated it).  

 Work commitments in terms of typical equipment, material and resource 

requirements are available in ELLIPSE for maintenance and capital activities. Such 

information is presented through the Business Intelligence (BI) provided through MER 

(Mincom Ellipse Reporting). This component is part of the ELLIPSE version 6 suite and 

replaces a number of components previously used to achieve BI. A classic example of 

this is the provision of material Requirement Planning (MRP) data to SAP sourced from 

the current maintenance strategies and capital plans. 
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SUMMARY OF AMT-SYBEX CONTRIBUTION  
  

AMT-SYBEX has worked alongside other vendors (most significantly Accenture, Wipro 

& CSC) to provide the following services to National Grid on the ELLIPSE Upgrade 

Project:  

 Solution Design   

 ELLIPSE / MER / MWP   

 FDCS    

 Cross Application Exchanges   

 ELLIPSE / FDCS implementation  

 System Administration  

 Configuration Management  

 Customisation specification and build  

  Technical Services  

 Server installation and configuration  

 Infrastructure and database sizing  

 Desktop Management   

 Integration Design and Build  

 Architecture and Design  

 Liaison and Management  

 Specification  

 Build, Test and Deployment  
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 Data Migration  

 Specifications  

 Extract / Transform / Load  

 Test   

 Reporting   

 Reporting Strategy  

 Universe Build and Test  

 Report Specification, Build and Test  

 Process Design, Change Management and Communications  

 Testing  

 Training Management 

 

 

For more information on our full range of services visit  

www.amt-sybex.com or email us at info@amt-sybex.com 


